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An Auto White Balance Algorithm That Accounts for 
Illumination Fluctuations, Camera Motions, and/or Scene Changes 
 
Abstract: 
This publication describes techniques and apparatuses that enable an electronic device 
(e.g., a smartphone) with at least one camera to capture high-quality static frames, a burst of 
frames, and/or video recordings.  The camera uses an auto white balance (AWB) algorithm that 
performs a global intensity adjustment of, for example, primary colors (red, green, blue).  In 
addition, the AWB algorithm accounts for illumination fluctuations, camera motions, and/or scene 
changes by using data from sensors.  The sensors may include motion sensors, motion-detection 
sensors, spectral sensors, light-intensity sensors, ambient light sensors, and so forth.   
 
Keywords: 
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Background:  
Manufacturers of various electronic devices (e.g., smartphones, digital cameras) may 
embed one or more cameras in and/or on the electronic device that enable a user to capture a static 
frame (a photograph, an image), a burst of frames, and/or a video recording (multiple frames per 
second, FPS).  The quality of the captured frame(s), in part, depends on an auto white balance 
(AWB) algorithm of the camera.  The AWB algorithm may perform a global intensity adjustment 
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of red (R), green (G), and blue (B) primary colors (RGB colors).  The global intensity adjustment 
of the RGB colors may include calculating AWB gain(s) and/or an AWB output.   
The AWB algorithm may also include a temporal filter to smooth out the AWB gains 
and/or stabilize the AWB output.  Unfortunately, changes in contents of a scene (scene changes), 
illumination fluctuations, and/or camera motions may cause the AWB gains and/or the AWB 
output to vary from frame to frame.  The frame-to-frame variations may cause color inconsistency 
in the static frame, burst of frames, and/or video recording.  The color inconsistency may appear 
as color jumps, oscillations, and/or variations of different degrees of severity.   
 
Description: 
This publication describes techniques and apparatuses that enable an electronic device 
(e.g., a smartphone) with at least one camera to capture high-quality static frames, a burst of 
frames, and/or video recordings.  The camera uses an AWB algorithm that performs a global 
intensity adjustment of RGB colors.  In addition, the AWB algorithm accounts for illumination 
fluctuations, camera motions, and/or scene changes by using data from sensors embedded in and/or 
on the smartphone.  The sensors may include motion sensors (e.g., gyroscopes, accelerometers), 
motion-detection sensors (e.g., proximity sensors), spectral sensors, light-intensity sensors, 
ambient light sensors, and so forth.  The AWB algorithm may also utilize a temporal filter to 
smooth out AWB gains and/or stabilize an AWB output(s), as is further described below. 
 
Temporal Filter 
 The temporal filter uses information from N frames, and wherein N is an integer equal or 
greater than one (1).  The temporal filter saves AWB gain(s) of the N frames in a history buffer 
with size N, where the history buffer may be a storage space used to accumulate history file data 
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fields.  The history buffer may save information regarding an AWB decision of the N frames, 
including AWB gains (
 , ) and an AWB illuminance measured in Kelvin (K).  The temporal filter 
uses the average AWB gains of the N frames stored in the history buffer to calculate an AWB gain 
of a current frame (e.g., an AWB output), as is illustrated in Equations 1 and 2. 
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In Equations 1 and 2, 	
_ and 	
_ denote the AWB gains of the current 
frame, and ∑ )*+    and ∑ ,*+    denote the average AWB gain of the N frames, wherein 
i = 0, 1, 2,..., N.   
The AWB algorithm with the temporal filter may perform a frame-by-frame global 
intensity adjustment of the RGB colors during a convergence process when meeting Condition 1 
or Condition 2.   
	
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In Conditions 1 and 2, .ℎ	012	   and .ℎ	012	   denote threshold values of the AWB 
gains that are used by the AWB algorithm to determine the convergence process.  During the 
convergence process, if either Condition 1 or Condition 2 is met, the AWB algorithm performs the 
frame-by-frame (e.g., without skipping frames) global intensity adjustment of the RGB colors, 
thereby achieving a smooth convergence appearance.  Otherwise, the AWB algorithm may skip 
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some frames to save computation resources.  Further, the AWB algorithm may use different 
threshold values of the AWB gains for different lighting conditions.  Therefore, the AWB 
algorithm may utilize an adaptive convergence based on the illumination fluctuations, camera 




In one aspect, the AWB algorithm may use a brightness value (BV) of a scene to determine 
illumination fluctuations.  For example, assume a user utilizes the camera to capture images of a 
room with a low brightness value BV, but a first person suddenly opens blinds of a window or 
turns on a bright light.  In this scenario, the user may be steadily holding the camera (no camera 
motion), but the brightness value BV may abruptly change.  The AWB algorithm can measure 
and/or calculate a change in the brightness value (ΔBV) using information from, for example, a 
spectral sensor, a light-intensity sensor, an ambient light sensor, an exposure of the camera, or a 
combination thereof.  Equation 3 illustrates the AWB algorithm calculating the change in the 
brightness level ΔBV due to the illumination fluctuations. 
5&6 = &67 − &69           !"#$ : 
In Equation 3, &67 and &69 denote a start (e.g., initial) and an end (e.g., final) of the 
brightness level, respectively.   
Table 1 illustrates examples of various convergence parameters and rates utilized by the 
AWB algorithm to account for the illumination fluctuations.   
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Table 1.  Convergence Parameters and Rates for Illumination Fluctuations 
A Change in the 
Brightness Value 
No Change in the  
Brightness Value 
A Small Change 
in the Brightness 
Value 
A Medium Change 
in the Brightness 
Value 
A Large Change 
in the Brightness 
Value 5&6 5&6 5&6; 5&6< 5&6= 
 
A Convergence 
Rate of a Frame >?@ABCD  
 
>?E_@ABCD  >?F_@ABCD  >?G_@ABCD  >?H_@ABCD  
A Convergence 
Rate of a Video >?I+JDK  
 
>?E_I+JDK  >?F_I+JDK  >?G_I+JDK  >?H_I+JDK  
 
Further, the AWB algorithm may also calculate an interpolation of a convergence rate between 
two amounts of changes in brightness values (e.g., a change in a brightness value greater than 
5&6< but less than 5&6=) using a first system of equations that includes Equations 4 and 5. 
>? = M>?N      OP     5&6	
  = 5&6Q                                RℎSTS U = 0, 1, 2, YT 3      !"#$ [ (]?^_AAD`a @ABCDb]?N)∙d,e(NfF)gh]?NfFb]?^_AAD`a @ABCDi∙d,eN ]?NfFb]?N       YjℎSTROkS            !"#$ l   
 
Equations 4 and 5 calculate the interpolation of the convergence rates of frames and/or videos in 




In one aspect, the AWB algorithm accounts for the camera motion(s).  For example, assume 
the user utilizes the camera to capture images by panning inside a room with a low brightness 
value BV toward the window with a high brightness value BV.  In such a scenario, the AWB 
algorithm may use information from motion sensors (e.g., gyroscopes, accelerometers) embedded 
in and/or on the smartphone, as is illustrated in Figure 1.   
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Figure 1.  Camera Motion in a 3D space 
 Figure 1 illustrates the camera motion in a three-dimensional (3D) space 100 with an 
x axis 102, a y axis 104, and a z axis 106.  The motion sensors measure angular velocities Gx 102-1, 
Gy 104-1, and Gz 106-1 concerning the x, y, and z axes (102, 104, 106).  The angular velocities 
Gx 102-1, Gy 104-1, and Gz 106-1 enable the AWB algorithm to calculate and/or determine an 
overall angular velocity G (e.g., in degrees per second) of the camera motion using Equation 6. 
 = m< n o< n p<           !"#$ q 
 Table 2 illustrates examples of various convergence parameters and rates utilized by the 
AWB algorithm to account for the camera motion.   
Table 2.  Convergence Parameters and Rates for the Camera Motion 
Camera Motion No Camera 
Motion 
A Small Camera 
Motion 
A Medium  
Camera Motion 
A Large Camera 
Motion   ; < = 
A Convergence 
Rate of a Frame >_ 
 
>E_@ABCD  >F_@ABCD  >G_@ABCD  >H_@ABCD  
A Convergence 
Rate of a Video >_190 
 
>E_I+JDK  >F_I+JDK  >G_I+JDK  >H_I+JDK  
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Further, the AWB algorithm may calculate an interpolation of a convergence rate between any two 
motion boundaries (e.g., between the medium camera motion and the large camera motion) using 
a second system of equations that includes Equations 7 and 8.  The second system of equations 
computes a current convergence rate, which is adaptive to the camera motion.   
> = M>r      OP     	
_ = s                                              RℎSTS t = 0, 1, 2, YT 3        !"#$ u (	
_ − s) ∙ >(rfF) n hsg; − 	
_i ∙ >r sg; − s       YjℎSTROkS        !"#$ v  
Equations 7 and 8 calculate the interpolation of the convergence rates of frames and/or videos in 
the context of the convergence parameters and rates listed in Table 2.   
 Combining Equations 4, 5, 7, and 8 enables the AWB algorithm to calculate a total adaptive 
convergence rate of frames and/or videos, as is illustrated in Equations 9 and 10.   
>0w_ = R_ ∙ >_ n R?_ ∙ >?_R_ n R?_        !"#$ x 
>0w_190 = R_190 ∙ >_190 n R?_190 ∙ >?_190R_190 n R?_190                !"#$ %y 
The AWB algorithm may use Equation 9 when the user utilizes the camera to capture a still image.  
In Equation 9, >0w_ denotes a total adaptive convergence rate when capturing the still 
frame, R_ denotes a weight (e.g., equal to or less than 100% or one (1)) of the camera 
motion when capturing the still frame, and R?_ denotes a weight of the brightness level BV 
when capturing the still frame.  Similarly, the AWB algorithm may use Equation 10 when the user 
utilizes the camera to capture a video.  In Equation 10, >0w_190  denotes a total adaptive 
convergence when capturing the video, R_190 denotes a weight of the camera motion when 
capturing the video, and R?_190 denotes a weight of the brightness level BV when capturing the 
video.  Next, the description focuses on how the AWB algorithm accounts for the scene changes.   
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Scene Changes 
Assume the user steadily holds the camera (no camera motion) to capture images in a room.  
Further, assume that there are no illumination fluctuations, but suddenly a second person with a 
blue shirt walks in front of a white background.  In this scenario, objects and/or people moving in 
and/or out of a field of view (FOV) of the camera may also trigger color variations.  To account 
for the color variations due the scene changes, the AWB algorithm controls an AWB disturbance 
(AWB disturbance control) by calculating an illuminance value Y of a frame and an illuminance 
difference (ΔY) between at least two adjacent frames.  If each frame includes M by P (M x P) 
blocks, wherein M and P are integers with values greater than one (1), the AWB algorithm can 
calculate M times P (M∙P) illuminance values Ys.  Alternatively, the AWB algorithm may down-
sample the adjacent frames by calculating less than M times P illuminance values Ys.  The down-
sampling enables the AWB algorithm to conserve computational resources. 
The history buffer stores illuminance values Ys of at least a previous frame and a current 
frame, enabling the AWB algorithm to calculate an illuminance difference ΔY using Equations 11 
and 12. 
∆{ = |{w_ − {(wb;)_|                                                  !"#$ %% 
∆{12_w_ =  |{w_ − {(wb;)_|} ∙ ~              !"#$ %' 
∙b;
w  
In Equations 11 and 12, l denotes an integer greater or equal to one (1) but less than or equal to M 
times P minus one (} ∙ ~ − 1), {w_ denotes an illuminance value of the current frame, 
{(wb;)_ denotes an illuminance value of the previous frame, ∆{ denotes an illuminance 
difference between the current frame and the previous frame, and ∆{12_w_ denotes an 
average illuminance difference between the current frame and the previous frame.   
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 In one aspect, the AWB algorithm uses the AWB disturbance control if there are no camera 
motions and/or illumination fluctuations due to a light source (e.g., sun, light bulb), as is illustrated 
by Condition 3. 
OP ∆&6 > ∆&6 /YT OP  > , jℎS .97
 = 0       3#$4"!"#$ :  
In Condition 3, .97
 denotes a disturbance prevention time measured in seconds or a derivative 
thereof (e.g., milliseconds, microseconds).  Therefore, if Condition 3 is met and the camera detects 
motions in the FOV, the AWB algorithm does not perform the global intensity adjustment of the 
RGB colors during the .97
, for example, by skipping frames.   
Table 3 illustrates examples of various disturbance prevention times utilized by the AWB 
algorithm to account for the scene changes and/or the motions in the FOV of the camera.   
Table 3.  Disturbance Prevention Times 
Motion in the 
FOV 
No Motion in the 
FOV 
A Small Motion  
in the FOV 
A Medium 
Motion in the 
FOV 





























 In one aspect, the AWB algorithm may use an AWB disturbance control process with at 
least two stages, as is illustrated in Equation 13. 
.0w_9
 = .97
 n .	012	      !"#$ %: 
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In Equation 13, .0w_97
 denotes a total disturbance prevention time, .97
 denotes a first 
stage of the AWB disturbance control process, and .	012	 denotes a second stage of the 
AWB disturbance control process, as is illustrated in Figure 2.  
 
Figure 2.  AWB disturbance control process, C(t) versus t 
 Figure 2 illustrates a graphical representation 200 of the AWB disturbance control process.  
The AWB disturbance control process may use a convergence rate as a function of time, C(t) 202 
versus t 204.  During a first stage .97
 208, the converge rate is zero (0), as is defined in 
Condition 3.  During the second stage .	012	 210, the convergence rate C(t) 202 linearly 
approaches a convergence rate of a current frame >	
_ 206.  After a total disturbance 
prevention time .0w_97
 212, the AWB algorithm uses convergence rates calculated using 
Equations 9 and 10.   
 In conclusion, the AWB algorithm accounts for the illumination fluctuations, the camera 
motions, and/or the scene changes by at least tuning parameters and rates detailed in Tables 1 to 
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